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PRELIi\IINARY CUE SHEETS

• WHAT ARE PRELIMINARY CUE SHEETS?

Cue sheets are a logical extension of script analysis: When
the production team has reached a point in their analysis of
the script where concrete ideas start to be formulated, it is

time for the sound score designer to prepare preliminary cue
sheets. The preliminary cue sheets are a logical extension of

the analysis of a script-yet it is most unfortunate that many
designers start by identifYing the specific "cues" mentioned

in the script rather than first coming to a comprehensive
understanding of what the essential experience of the pro

duction is to be for the intended audience. Merely sifting
cue requirements out of a script usually leads to productions
in which the sound "effects" feel like they've been added on

top of the production, rather than being an organic compo
nent of a total whole. Just abour as often, this practice leads

to distracting attempts at unnecessary realism.

• WHY ARE PRELIMINARY CUE SHEETS NECESSARY?

One of the unfortunate traditions of theatre sound is that
sound is typically the last thing considered in the produc
tion. It is not at all unusual for the set to be under construc

tion in the shop before the sound designer has any inpur into

the spatial requirements of sound for the stage space. Very
often preliminary design meetings occur which include the
visual artists (scenery, costumes, and lighting), bur leave our
the sonic artists (reinforcement, scoring and composition).

Preliminary cue sheets provide a way to get the attention of
the entire production team focused on the potential for the

sound score to impact the production. There are many areas
that the sound score will impact in a production-such as
the actors (e.g., underscoring), the set (e.g., speaker loca
tions), the costumes (e.g., wireless microphone placement),

or the lighting (e.g., scene change music) .
The longer the production team waits to address the

implications of the sound score in the production, the

more likely the possibility that sound will be cut for both
technical and aesthetic reasons. If sound is not carefully

planned early in the process, the director/production team
will usually figure our what the function of sound should

be in the production a couple of days before opening. This
means that most of the sound work that has been done
prior to this will not work in the production, and will

inevitably be CUL Preliminary cue sheets are a way of get
ting to the most important parts of the production early
enough to ensure that the potential of sound design can be

maximized.

• THE PURPOSE OF PRELIMINARY CUE SHEETS

The purpose of the preliminary cue sheets is to condense the
portion of the auditory communication by the production
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team that will become the sound designer's primary respon
sibility into a manageable form. 2 They also need to show

how the sound score will accomplish the communication of

the sonic portion of the theatre experience for which the
sound designer has accepted responsibility. They should

make it easy to trace themes and see relationships among
characters, situations, ideas, etc. They also serve as a "shop
ping list" which enables the sound designer to make more

accurate estimates of the time and money needed to execure

the design.
Equally important, preliminary cue sheets serve as an

ongoing record of the development of the sound score for

the production. It is usually very helpful to reassure the
director that cues developed early are not "carved in stone"

bur are starting places, so that work may proceed in con
junction with the rehearsal process. Preliminary cue sheets
serve as a means for the director and designer to check that

they are in agreement on the status of any sound cue for
which the sound designer has assumed responsibility.

• WHAT DO PRELIMINARY CUE SHEETS INCLUDE?

Preliminary cue sheets, then, are an ongoing, written
record documenting every change in the sound during the
development of the sound score for a production. The pre
liminary cue sheets should include fades (in, out, or to a

different level or speaker), live sound effects, miking cues
(that are generally ourside the province of the sound rein

forcement designer), and preset changes (and when they
are to be made). They should include a separate cue for

every occasion in which the sound board operator, stage
manager, actor, etc. makes a change in the parr of the
sound score for which the sound designer is responsible.
Since the preliminary cue sheets will be distribured to

members of the production team (including the director)
who may have little to no experience with the technical
requirements of sound, it is imperative that the prelimi

nary cue sheets use plain, simple English to communicate.
Technical terms, abbreviations, acronyms, etc. should be

avoided unless they are terms that are commonly used by
all members of the production team.

• In ZounDesigner, use the words "CHANGE" or "OUT" in

the "Sound"jield to indicate cues that do not involve a separate

piece of tape (or hald drive, etc.). These will then be skipped

over by the Tape Logs section ofZounDesigner when you use the

"Compile" button to prepare the order in which cues are to be

cut to each deck.

Eventually the preliminary cue sheets will be used to create

the cue sheets which the sound board operator uses to run
the show. Experienced sound designers are usually able to
anticipate a great many of the changes that are going to need
to be manually made during the course of a performance,

and include these in the preliminary cue sheets.



• SPECIFIC FIELDS OF CUE SHEETS

There are eight fields of information that are required in me

preliminary cue sheets. They are the CUE UMBER of the cue,
the unique label or SOUND arrached ro each cue, me CUE mat

causes me change in the sonic environment, the SPEAKER (or
speaker presets) involved in me change of sound, me DECK

that is involved in the sound change, a DESCRIPTION or mes
sage area for communicating imporram information abour

the cue, the anticipated TIME of the cue, and the PAGE num
ber from the script on which me change occurs.

CUE U lBER: Ir is imporrant ro assign a unique number or

lerrer ro each occurrence of a change in me sound in me pro
duction (excluding me spoken script). Sound cues tend ro be

developed much earlier and change much more orren during
me production process man lighting or omer cues. In a small
show wim less man 20 cues, it may be feasible ro use lerrers

instead of numbers so mat me lighting cues and sound cues
don't get confused during me running of me show. This pro

cedure is also useful when me sound board operaror is inexpe
rienced or unfamiliar wim me show and requires me
assistance of me stage manager in executing me sound cues. In
mis siruation, me stage manager calls me sound cues over a
headset system, and it is very easy for me sound and lighting
cues ro become misundersrood if mey are very similar.

However, large shows with experienced sound board
operarors are a very different srory. Ir is usually unnecessary

for me stage manager ro call sound cues as me sound board
operaror is very experienced both wim the show and with
the equipment. 3 In large, complicated shows, me use of

headsets by me sound board operaror is not advisable, not
only because of the way me headsets interfere wim me
sound board operaror hearing the show as the audience hears
it, bur also because of the increased amount of distractions

created by unrelated talking on the headset by the stage
manager, light board operaror, etc.

Large shows are also more likely ro have me sound board
operaror located in the audience ro ensure mat me sound
board operaror hears the show in me same way mat the audi

ence hears it. Conversing on a headset increases the possibil
ity that the sound board operaror will distract the audience
from the performance. Finally, large shows usually have well

over 100 sound cues, and this makes me use of letters
extremely cumbersome, and the inserrion of new cues even

more awkward. A berrer system is ro use sound numbers in
increments of 10: Sound Cue lOis the first cue, Sound Cue
20 is the second cue, etc. This numbering system allows

great flexibility ro inserr cues between two cue numbers.

• ZounDesigner wilL enter the cue numbers automaticaLly for

Y0lt when you insert a cue. However, you may manuaLly change

them and then use the sort or renumber command to put them

in the proper ordel: The cues start with number 10 and are

incremented by 10 each time you use the "Insert Cue" com-

mand. /fyou insert a cue between two numbers, it wiLL create a

new cue number that is halfway in between the two cues. For

exampLe, ifyou insert a cue between CUE 10 and CUE 20, the

new cue wiLL be CUE 15. /fyou click on the word "Cue #"you

wiLL be prompted for a cue number. Enter a cue number and

click "OK" and the program wiLL take you to the card for that

cue in the stack.

SOUND: Assign a one-word name to each sound ro which the

entire production team can refer. This can be trickier than it
sounds. Ir is exuemely imporrant in complicated shows that

every member of the production team communicates pre
cisely. If members of me production team use different

names for me same cue, confusion and errors can develop.
Listen very carefully ro hear if the direcror has developed a
pet name for a cue. In me event mat the direcror doesn't sup

ply a name for me cue, try ro develop a name that is simple
and catchy, so mat me entire production team will use it.

A special case of assigning names ro cues is me develop
ment of memes in a production. In mese occasions, try ro

use a unique one word name for me theme. Assign a unique
number arrer me name (e.g., Dog 3, Hamlet 2, etc.) for each
reoccurrence of the theme. This will help you keep track of

how you are developing your memes over me course of me
production.

• ZounDesigner aLLows you to track themes with similar titles.

When you click on the "Track Theme" button, the program wiLL

dispLay the next occurrence ofthefirst word in thefield "Sound. "

For exampLe, ifyou are viewing the cue cmd for "Hamlet 5, "
clicking on "Track Theme, " wiLL take you to the next occurrence

ofthe theme, e.g. "Hamlet 6," or even back to "HamLet 1. "This

makes it easy to study the aesthetics ofthematic usage in a pro

duction. Also, note thatyou can find any sound in the cue sheets

by clicking on the word, "SOUND."A prompt wiLL askyou to type

in the name ofthe sound for which you are Looking, and wiLL

take you to the cmdfor that cue.

CUE: Cueing is one of most difficult aspects of a produc
tion to predict, as when a sound starrs and srops depends

greatly on the fully staged scenes. As a general rule sound
is best starred and sropped on visual actions rather than on

spoken lines. Sound cues almost always need ro occur on
actor beats (a change in thought or motivation on the parr
of the acror). If sound is thought of as another character in

the play, it is easy ro see why one would not starr a sound
in the middle of an acror's line, unless the sound was
meant ro interrupt the acror. The same rule of thumb

holds uue for a sound fading Out. A sudden silence in the
middle of a speech can cause the audience ro not be able ro
hear the last parr of the speech! Any change in the audi
rory environment will tend to distract from the action of

the stage. To prevent this, it is extremely important ro find
moments in the scene in which the major action is the
starr or end of a sound cue.
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Obviously, predicting where these moments may occur is

very difficult in the early srages of a sound score design. It is

extremely hard to predict the unique interpretation the actor

will give to a moment or for other creative ideas that will

occur in the rehearsal process. When a sound occurs in the

production is something that usually needs to be zeroed in

on, rather than forced on top of a producrion. This is a

major reason why rehearsal sound is so important to a pro

duction, and why the sound score designer needs to be inti

mately involved in the rehearsal process.

To save space in the cue sheets and to maximize commu

nication, the CUE is usually limited to three or four words.

Actors names are abbreviated to the first three letters of the

name and capitalized, e.g. HAM for Hamlet, GER for

Gertrude, etc. For visual cues, give a short description of the

cue (e.g., HAM sees ghost). For a cue line, use the last 3
words preceding the place where the change is to start (e.g.,

HAM: not to be).

SPEAKER: In preliminary sound plots, speaker locations

should be given in very broad, simple, and easily recog

nized abbreviations. SL (stage left), USL (upstage left),

Prosc (Proscenium), etc. This will give the production

team a general idea of where the actual source of the sound

will be located. In the preliminary cue sheets that are

released with the technical drawings, the speaker numbers

should correlate with the speaker numbers used on the

speaker plot.

Assign a number (from the speaker plot) to each loud

speaker and list which speaker(s) will be used in this cue.

In production cue sheets, use rhe label attached to the

appropriate speaker preset of the mixer in the field,

SPEAKER. If using multiple speakers, explain in the descrip

tion field.

DECK: When the first version of the preliminary cue sheets

are created, it is very important to assign a deck to each cue

on tape. Doing this will help to clarifY the feasibility of run

ning multiple decks simultaneously. Remember that on

every deck, you should allow about five seconds after the cue

has expired as a minimum amount of time required to cue

the deck up for the next cue.

Cues that are to be faded out require special attention. It

is important to have at least 25% more audio on a deck that

is to be faded out than is required for the cue, in case the

scene lasts longer during any given performance. For exam

ple, in the case ofa four-minute scene requiring an ambience

underneath throughout, at least five minutes of ambiance

should be recorded on tape.

Obviously at least 5:05 needs to be allowed from the starr

of this ambiance cue before another cue can be run on this

deck. It is also extremely inadvisable to ever fast forward or

rewind a tape deck during a performance. In addition to the

acoustic noise that occurs, fast forwarding and rewinding

decks during a performance is very prone to causing errors
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such as improperly cued rape decks, broken or stretched

tape, etc.
Tape decks are usually labeled with a letter: "A," "B,"

"C," etc. Other equipment such as samplers may use

acronyms such as "Em," or "SCH." Microphones are usu

ally designated by the input channel number of the mixer to

which they are connected.

• ZounDesignerprovides Deck cutting Older compilation and

tape box label support for up to three tape decks. In Older to use

this feature, you must label these three decks, A, B, and C. .You

may use other labels, but ZounDesigner will ignore them when

compiling cues in the tape logs. Simply type in the letter ofthe

deck to which this cue will be assigned. When you go to compile

your list ofcues on that deck, ZounDesigner will find all ofthe

cues that belong on that deck and put them in order on a card

suitable for pasting on the tape box.

DESCRIPTIO : This is a catch-all area for any notes, ideas,

reminders, etc. for this cue. It is sometimes referred to as the

MESSAGE box, for in preliminary cue sheets, it is a space used

to communicate information about the cue back and forrh

among the production team. In this capacity, notes in this

box should be written in plain English so that the non

sound area members of the production team can readily

understand the message.

TIME: In the early stages of the planning process, you will

estimate the length of each cue (usually by reading your own

timing of a scene) and record it here. When you start creat

ing the actual cues, record the length of the sound that is on

the tape here. This should be the same length as the timings

you put on your master tapes, rough sound and rehearsal

cassettes, and show tapes. Of course, you will update these

timings as the cues change.

Timing of sound cues is an extremely important part of

the process of designing sound. It can be extremely fright

ening when this important step has been overlooked and

one waits until the first tech rehearsal to find out that all of

their carefully recorded cues are toO shorr (the most typical

problem)! The following process helps to ensure thar the

length of sound cues is tracked throughout the rehearsal

process.

The first order of business is to record the sound cues

into the script. This is done by drawing a line that begins at

the exact point in the script where the cue starts, and ends in

either margin. ext to the line in the margin print the cue

number and the name of the cue:

Pericles: I give to you. who best can justi~,-- 020 Gong 1

At the firsr read through, have an assistant time the script. To

do this, start the Stop watch at zero at the beginning of each



act, and then record the time underneath the cue number in

the script:

Pericles: I give to you, who best can justify..'- 020 Gong 1

1:28

ote that this is not the length of the cue, but the amount of

time that has elapsed since the act began. When the sound

cue needs to end at a specific point in a scene (as it usually

does) make sure there is a separate cue written in the script

where the sound goes out. Do not worry about recording the

actual length of the cue until you are outside the rehearsal.

Once you are outside of the rehearsal, you simply subtract

the start time from the stop time and record this new length

next to the cue in the script:

Pericles: I give to you, who best can justify.. 020 Gong 1 (0:13)

1:28

This is a good method for getting timings, rather than

attempting to time each cue separately, as there is not usually

time in the readthroughs for resetting the Stop watch, mak

ing calculations in multiple running cues, etc. By timing the

entire scene, you will also get an idea of how the cues

"bunch" together and any difficulties you may encounter

with the deck cutting order you have planned. After you

make recordings, put the acutal running time here so that

you can later compile it into your tape log.

Plan that the length of the cues you have timed in the

first read through will be about 50 percent toO short. The

first time you will be able to get a reasonable approximation

of the length of a cue is at the first run through, when the

blocking rehearsals have been completed. Make sure to get

timings from this run-through, and pur the timing under

neath any other timings you have recorded. This is a better

procedure than erasing prior timings, as it allows you con

sider the range of times that the cue may last.

Two more important tips about timings: Ifyou are working

on a show from Out of town, usually the assistant stage man

ager can get the timings for you--especially if the director

requests them. Also, do not worry if there are many rehearsal

starts and StopS in the middle of a scene (even in the middle of

a cue that requires a timing). Simply stop the stopwatch any

time the scene stops, and do not start the Stop watch until the

scene moves forward from exactly the same point.

The timings that you get from rehearsals need to be com

pared to the actual timings of the cues that you record in the

TII\IE field of the preliminary cue sheets. Remember that cues

that are to be faded out should last at least 25% longer than

the timing of the scene in rehearsals. Obviously, if the cue is

supposed to fit the rehearsal timings exactly, the recorded

cue will need to be adjusted accordingly if it is too long or

toO short.
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PAGE: Include me page number of the script where mis cue
can be found.

• ZounDesigner allows you to find any page in the cue sheets
by cLicking on the word "PAGE. "A prompt will ask you to type in

the page ofthe script for which you are looking, and will take

you to the cmdfor cues on that page ofthe script.

• APROCEDURE FOR CREATI G CUE SHEETS

Once me production team has reached a point where the

basic sound cues for the show are roughed out in the script,
me sound designer can move ahead and create the first set of
preliminary cue sheets: If the cues are clearly marked in the

script, this becomes a fairly quick and painless process.

• In ZounDesigner, the first step is to create a new stack with
the title ofthe show as the name ofthe stack. Note that this is

very important, as ZounDesigner will use the name ofthe stack

(e.g., show) in severalfields throughout the stack. Open the new

stack, and cLick on the words "PRELIMINARY SOUND CUES" to go

to the first cue card.

When preparing me preliminary cue sheers, it is imporran[
ro fill in the informa[ion for every field in each cue. This will

help ro make sure ma[ me information ma[ has been
addressed by the production team is accura[e, and push [he

producrion team ro address ques[ions ma[ have not been
resolved. For example, if me sound designer has no idea of

me lengm of a cue, mey should read or mime me scene out
until mey feel very confident mar if they were direc[ing [he
show, [hey would need a cerrain amount of time for me cue.
Put mis cue in the TIME field of [he cue sheers. I[ may also
help ro put a ques[ion mark af[er informa[ion [ha[ is very

uncerraIn.
Print [he cue sheets and give a copy ro [he direcror. After

[he direcror reviews them and [he appropria[e changes are

made, print ano[her copy and distribu[e them ro me direc
ror and [he res[ of me production [earn.

• WHAT HAPPENS TO PRELIMI ARY CUE SHEETS
AFTER THEY ARE CREATED?

Usually [here are several exchanges of cue sheers be[ween the

sound score designer and me direcror before me first public

release of me preliminary cue sheets. This is done ro ensure
[ha[ [here has been no miscommunica[ion berween me

direcror and me designer, and ro allow the score ro be devel
oped as far as possible so ma[ other members of [he produc
[ion [earn can ge[ a reasonably accura[e understanding of [he
how sound will funcrion in [he produc[ion.

The fitS[ se[ of preliminary cue sheers [ha[ are publicly

dis[ribu[ed are a record of [he agreement be[ween [he direc
ror and the sound score designer of [he cues [ha[ would be in
[he show if [he show had opened on [he dare [he cue sheers
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were released.
This is an imporran[ concep[ [hat has a couple of impli

cations for the sound score designer: First, since the cue
sheets mat are distributed are a written record of an agree

ment, mey should be approved by [he direcror before being
released. Second, i[ mus[ be undersrood by all involved [ha[

me produc[ion process is, by namre, one in which me pro

duc[ion is continually changing and evolving. Ir is an unfor
mna[e, bur absolute necessiry ma[ cue sheers are usually
obsole[e [he minute mey are released. Ra[her man viewing

[he preliminary cue sheers as a record engraved in srone, i[ is
much better ro [hink of mem as a constandy evolving com

munica[ion between members of me produc[ion ream.
Obviously, then, regular upda[es of preliminary cue

sheers need ro be distributed ro [he produc[ion [earn. In the

rypical four-ro-six-week produc[ion periods of academic
and regional thea[res, revised preliminary cue sheers should
be released wi[h the [echnical drawings, wi[h [he rough

sound and/or rehearsal [apes, and with [he show tapes. This
would mean [ha[ [he Produc[ion Team will be upda[ed
about [he s[ams of sound cues in [he show everyone ro two

weeks.

• In ZounDesignel; it is a good idea to lise the '~A\lE A COPY"

Commandfrom the "FILE" menu to save a copy ofthe cue sheets

every time you print them. In the above example, you would

have copies in your cue sheet folder, titled, "Show Name

Preliminary, " "Show Name Technical Drawings, " "Show Name

Rough Sound," "Show Name Rehearsal Sound," and "Show

Name Show Tapes. "

Preliminary cue sheers need ro be dis[ribu[ed ro [he entire

produc[ion ream in order ro ensure tha[ everyone is doing
[he same show. The lis[ includes, bu[ cerrainly should nor be
limi[ed ro, [he direcror, stage manager, [echnical direcror,

scenery, ligh[ing, cosmmes, and properries designers, vocal

coach, musical direcror, and choreographer. This procedure
allows you ro ge[ back ro any old version of me cue sheers
and confirm communica[ion ma[ had taken place should a
misunderstanding arise.

• TRY IT YOURSELF!

1. Find a scene in a play in which i[ is easy for you ro imag
ine a[ leas[ [en sound cues. Use ZounDesigner ro crea[e

and print [he cue sheers for mis scene for you.

2. Try some of [he o[her feamres of ZounDesigner: [ry mov

ing a cue ro af[er ano[her cue using me "MOVE" button;
crea[e cues our of sequence and use [he "SORT" button ro
pm [hem in order; crea[e a [heme wi[h a[ leas[ [hree cues,

and use [he "TRACK THEME" button ro cycle between me

[hree cues; inserr a bunch of new cues in between two old
cues and use [he renumber button ro renumber the cue
sheers.



SHOW CUE SHEETS

• WHAT ARE SHOW CUE SHEETS? CSU Summer Arts 95
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The preliminary cue sheets will be used by the production

team all the way through the opening of the show. However,
the sound board operator will require a specific version of
the preliminary cue sheers in order to acrually run rhe show.

These are the "show cue sheers." Their purpose is to provide
technical documenrarion of every change in the sound

design for the show, excluding live voices and conrinuous
reinforcemenr mixing. They differ from the preliminary cue

sheets in the way the differenr fields are arranged on the
page, and on the conrenr of the fields. The conrenr is differ
enr in that a special rype of "shorthand" is required for the

sound board operator to fit the technical information
required to run a cue inro the speaker and description col

umn. Since no one but an experienced sound board operator
is expected to use the show cue sheets, the inclusion of tech
nical information in the show cue sheets is not a problem-
. . .
It IS a necesslry.

Sound cues are usually ser wirh lighting and other cues in
a preparatory session to the technical rehearsals known as a
"paper tech." A paper tech is a special meeting between the

stage manager, lighting designer, sound designer, board
operators, and any other members of the production team
who need to have input inro the incorporation of cues inro

the show. The purpose of the meeting is to anempt to resolve
any differences in placemenr of cues in the show, and to
resolve logistical problems of scene changes, etc. before the

tech rehearsals begin. Since the sound design should be close
to performance shape before the tech rehearsals begin, and
because a "plan of anack" is needed ro make the most effi

cienr use of the time set aside for the paper techs, show cue
sheets should be prepared before the "paper tech" by the
sound score designer and the sound board operator.

Although the sound board operator will refer to cue sheers
as necessary during the operation of the sound cues in a per
formance, the ideal sound board operator would know the
"score" well enough to "play" without the music. Indeed, the

sound board operator's relationship to the show cue sheets is
analagous to the relationship between the orchestra conductor
and the orchestral score during a musical performance.

Although conductors may follow the score, they are usually
familiar enough with the score that they can devore their anen
tion to what is happening with the musicians. Similarly, sound

board operator must never find themselves so dependenr on
the show cue sheets that they no longer are inrimately involved

in the action on the stage.
On the other hand, if something should happen to the

sound board operator during the run of the show, the com
pleteness and correcmess of the show cue sheets can go a long
way toward minimizing the adverse impact of a new sound

board operator running the show. Show cue sheets need to
provide a quick efficienr means of retrieving importanr techni-
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cal information for any changes me sound board operaror

must make ro me sound score during me show. They should be

quite capable of providing a replacemem sound board operaror

wim all of me necessary technical information regarding me

running of me show (albeit minus the experience).

Unlike the preliminary cue sheets which would be typed

in plain English, the show sound cue sheets should be written

by the sound board operaror in pencil or recorded in the

sound system's computer. Eimer way, the show cue sheets

must be regarded as evolving enrities, and must be very

amenable ro rapid changes in me information mat has been

recorded. Once written, the show cue sheets should not leave

me theatre, but be safely srored (or backed up) along with the

show tapes (it is obviously advisable to back-up and prim out

computer generated cue sheets). Show cue sheets should not

be rewritten (except as a last resort) because of me possibility

of making importanr errors in me recopying.

Anomer common problem in technical rehearsals is the

negative impact of time on the correct recording of cues in

the show cue sheets. This is particularly a problem among

young sound board operators, who, in their anxiousness to

impress the sound score designer with the quickness with

which they can carry out insrructions, neglect to make thor

ough and accurate notes about what they have done. The net

result is that they are unable ro run the same cue twice in the

same way. Obviously, the COSt of not recording cues com

pletely and correctly rums out to be much higher than the

an10um of time it would have taken to record the cue prop

erly in the first place.

• HOW TO CREATE AND USE SHOW CUE SHEETS

Refer to the accompanying example for the following

discussion.

• In ZounDesignel; you should eliminate anything in the

description field befOre you print show cue sheets. Make sure to

make a copy ofthe stack first so that you can go back and find

the comments you have deleted This will ensure a blank area in

the show cue sheets in which the sound board operator may write

the technical description ofthe cue. You should also go through

the cue sheets and make sure that the speaker field fOr each cue

lists the speaker preset the sound bomd operator will actually use

on the sound mixing console. After you press the "PRINT CUES"

button fi"om any cue cmd, select the "SHOIf! CUE SHEET" template

fi"om the "REPORTS" menu. Use the "SHOW CUE SHEETS" template

to print a set ofcue sheets that you can give directly to the sound

board operatOl:

The cue sheets are divided imo one-inch horizonral blocks

to allow plenty of room to insert cues, make notes atound

the cues, etc. To preserve this "room for changes," all notes

regarding a cue should be written in the cenrer of the space
(to allow additional cues, notes, etc. to be written above and

below the original cue). The vertical rows divide each cue
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inro the nine separate categories in the following order: "CUE
#," "PAGE," "CUE," "SOU 10," "SPEAKER PRESET," "DECK,"

"PRESET NOTES," "DESCRIPTIO,," and "TIME." Generally

speaking, only the information for "SPEAKER PRESET," and

"DESCRIPTION," will vary from the preliminary cue sheets.

These are explained below.

SPEAKER: If a single speaker is to be used, the idemifier from

the speaker plot should be placed here. In systems wim mul

tiple preset and marrixing possibilities, the preset number or

letter should be listed here. For multi channel cues (includ

ing stereo), the routing of the input channel should be listed

first, followed by a dash, and then the speaker preset to

which that channel is to be assigned. For example, in a stereo

cue in mixer channels AL and AR to be assigned to speaker

presets 1 and 2, the notation would look like: AL-1, AR-2

(mixer input channel A left is routed ro Output preset 1, and

mixer input channel A right is routed to output preset 2).
Since this is the most common case (i.e., me left or low

est numbered channel is routed ro the lowest numbered pre

set), it is permissible to simply list the preset as 112. The

preset positions of the faders in the output matrix should be

recorded on a separate page (see example).
To make the cue sheets more legible, it is nor necessary

ro list the speaker presets in a cue with multiple pans after

the cue in which the speaker is preset initially (remember

that cue sheets need ro only documem changes that the

sound board operaror must make). In any case, the sound

board operaror should be able ro tell at a glance the proper

routing of input channels ro output presets. Refer ro the

accompanying show cue sheet page for additional exam

ples.

DESCRIPTION: This space should comain a concise technical

senrence which describes the fundamemal operation of the

cue. The "subject" in this semence describes the source-use

the same idemifier for me tape deck as for the mixer chan

nel. If several channels are to be used in unison, their idenri

fiers can be grouped rogether: "A" could signal tape deck A,
left and right channels, while AL would indicate that only

the left channel was ro be used.

The next part of the "semence" is the verb. The verb

describes the action that must be taken on the subject. Some

of the more common verbs are listed below:

i fades up to a level
J.. fades down ro a level

---7 starts at a level

XF Crossfades from/ro

The "object" of the senrence follows the verb. Usually this is

the relative loudness level and is underlined for ease of visi

bility. A very simple, sample senrence:



would read, "Deck A, left and right channels start at a level

of -5dB. The "object" may be appended using simple modi
fiers. The most typical is the relative length of a fade, which
is always placed in a box. For example,

would read, "Deck A, left and right channels fade out (i.e.,

infinite attenuation) on a 5 count. Since the symbol ~
means start at, it would never have a fade box associated with

it. Conversely, me symbols t and ~ would always have fade
boxes associated with memo

Another useful modifier is the expression EC which
stands for "End Cue" and implies an "Easy" cue to oper

ate. This notation is placed after a cue to alert the sound
board operator that after this change, the cue will undergo
no further modification. In many systems in which decks

automatically cue up for the following cue, the notation
EC alerts the sound board operator that they no longer
need to concern themselves about that deck. For example,
in the cue

me EC placed at the end of me cue indicates to the board
operator that once the cue has been faded our, no furmer
attention will be required to mat particular deck until the
next starr cue. Sometimes there will be several modifications
(all with separate cue numbers) that will take place with a

given sound before a cue is called mat is designated "EC."
This lets the operator know mat attention can now be
focused on omer cues.

Sometimes me writing of cues can become quite complex
and require some imagination in the sentence. By always con
structing a "sentence," the sound score designer and sound

board operator will be able to simplifY and make concise dif
ficult descriptions. A typical example of a complicated cue
simply notated with all of the necessary information is:

A~-5 XF B W

This cue reads Deck A, Left and Right Channels, stam at a
level of-5dbVU, and then immediately crossfades to Deck B
on a five count.

In another example, the sound from one tape deck is to
be crossfaded between two different stereo presets. This

might be done when the preshow music is crossfaded into a
practical stage speaker such as a prop radio. One way to
accomplish such a cue is to split the incoming tape deck into
two sets of input channels, and men assign the outputs of

the channels to different presets ( ote that each channel
could also have its own EQ, effects sends, etc.). The first cue
to start the preshow would be simply:

Lighting software for the
Macintosh® that works

the way you do:

G ....~
c=::>

Ii
MacLux Pro™

Helps you manage

• Plot
• Paperwork

• Cues

1:r Call for a demo disk!

CLAUD£ J---.j£INTZ O£SI8N

503-741-2574

PROTECH
THEATRICAL
SERVICES, INC

"Rags to Rigging"
Suppliers and Installers
for the Performing Arts

Television and Convention Facilities

Theatrical Stage Rigging Systems
and Stage Drapery

Technically Qualified Professionals
Specializing in

Theatre Restoration and Renovation

3431 N. Bruce Street
North Las Vegas, NV 89030

Tel: (702) 639-0290
Fax: (702) 639-0294
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and would read "The leEr and righr channels of the first set of

A Deck faders start at a level of -5dBVU." (The superscript
indicates which channels of the mixer assigned to the A Deck
are to be used). The crossfade would then be written:

leaving a blank space before and after the section. Finally,
it is also very helpful to separate Act breaks by inserting a

space or separating the cues before and after with a double
solid line.

and would read, "The leEr and right channels of the first set

of A Deck faders crossfade to the leEr and right channels of
the second set of A Deck faders up to a level of -5dBVU on
a 5 count."
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In this paper, irems marked with a "." refer to the Hypercard application
stack ZOlillDesigller. If you do not have this stack and would like to obtain

a copy, send a blank 3.5" floppy disk, and a stamped, self-addressed mail

ing envelope. [0:

1. Have someone who is familiar with this form of notation

dictate a series of sound cues to you. Have them critique
the notation for you.

2. Dictate a senes of cues to a "sound board operator.

This takes a little practice to get both you and the

sound board operator quick and efficient. However, the
key is to dictate each cue in the order of the fields on
the page, and to dictate the description as a sentence in
the manner described above.

RICHARD K. THOMAS is the USITT Sound Commissioner

andprofessor oftheatre at Purdue University.

• TRY IT YOURSELF!

CONCLUSION

• In ZounDesignel; a blank space may be left in the Show Cue

Sheets by inserting a cue, and then deleting the cue numba

The above model for cue sheets is one of many in use today.

It has proven to be adaptable to a large variety of theatres and
sound systems. It is also a system that will interface well with
emerging computer technologies due to the logic of the lay

out. Whether or not the production team adopts this partic
ular system it is important to understand the importance of
clearly and concisely documenting the sound score design

before the tech rehearsals begin, and main-taining efficient
and concise records of all sound cues in the show. TD&1'
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There are a couple of more ways to make the show cue
sheets easy to read. First, whenever twO or more different

cues work together at the same time, brackets should be
placed around the sections of the cue that differ. See the

accompanying example. Second, cues tend to group in
bunches during the course of a show, and the space in
berween these bunches provides the sound board operator
time to prepare for the next set of cues. Whenever there

are a bunch of cues that happen very close to one another
it is a good idea to visually group them, either by drawing
a heavy line before and after the sequence of cues, or by

Richard K. Thomas
283 Stewart Center

Purdue Universiry

W. Lafayette, IN 47907

2 A question often arises as to where the responsibility fulls in the case of an on

stage prop that produces sound. Generally the visual appearance of the object
should be the responsibility of the prop designer and the sound that the prop

erty will make should be the responsibility of the sound score designer.

3 One exception is simultaneous technical cues in which the stage manager

gives a go for several technical elements to happen at once. Surprisingly, the

actual occurrence of simultaneous technical cues in a theatre production is

relatively rare, as almost all cueing either happens offofactOr beats or offof
the music.
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